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Executive Summary 
Every time a decision is made, a product or service is designed, or a way of working is introduced to 
a team, there’s two things at play. The first is the visible and explicit decision, product, service or 
way of working. The second are the boundary conditions on what’s possible—the constraints, 
assumptions and general context that define what’s possible, profitable, and useful. The first 
becomes enshrined in policy (for decisions), manufactured and marketed to the world (the product 
or service), or codified through practice in organisational culture (the way of working). The second 
tend to become invisible over time. And that’s a problem when boundary conditions change. 

A brief scan of today’s businesses, organisations and industries highlights many changes, with 
innovation happening across many dimensions and levels. The reimagineers in banking, 
transportation, accommodation, health services and many more are questioning assumptions, 
pushing beyond the constraints of yesterday, and imagining new ways of working, creating 
organisations, and designing business models. 

This report investigates a sample of what’s changing across the world and seeks to highlight the 
questioning mindset essential for reimagining effective work. 
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Disclaimer 

The information provided in this research report is by necessity of a general nature, and its 
applicability to a specific business or organisational context is not guaranteed. Due professional care 
must be exercised in applying the ideas within this research report. All care has been invested in the 
preparation of this material, but the author accepts no responsibility for its application.  
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Introduction 
 
 

When you grow up you tend to get told the world is the way it is and your life is 
just to live your life inside the world: try not to bash into the walls too much; try 
to have a nice family; have fun; save a little money. That’s a very limited life. Life 
can be much broader once you discover one simple fact: Everything around you 
that you call life was made up by people that were no smarter than you and you 

can change it, you can influence it, you can build your own things that other 
people can use. Once you learn that, you’ll never be the same again. Steve Jobs 

 
 
 

Whether you love to use Apple products or not, I think it is undeniable that Steve and his crew made 
a couple of dents in the universe. Established industry structures and boundaries between industries 
that had been erected by strong competitors crumbled before Apple. Music. Movies. Personal 
computing. Mobile phones. Software distribution. I look forward to seeing more from Apple in the 
years to come, but let’s step back for a moment and consider what Steve was up against. In almost 
all cases he had to face down powerful corporations with an iron grip on the current business model 
and industry structure. And he did that with the power of new ideas at play—essentially being able 
to see a different way of organizing the world that played to Apple’s strengths, some of which it had, 
and many of which it developed over time. This is not a book on the innovation recipe at Apple, but 
given their place at the end of many people’s fingertips, it is a good place to start. What Steve and 
his pirates at Apple did at a global scale you can do in your work, your team, and your organisation. 

In this research report we will: 

1. Define reimagining and the nature of the discipline. 
2. Explore examples of the changing face of business. 
3. Offer a reimagining thesis to guide our work in this area. 

This report is the first in a series that will explore reimagining. 
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Reimagining Effective Work 
Every time a decision is made, a product or service is designed, or a way of working is introduced to 
a team, there’s two things at play. The first is the visible and explicit decision, product, service or 
way of working. “We have decided to do X.” “The product has these capabilities.” “We will work 
together in this way.” But there’s a second factor too, which is usually less visible and more hidden. 
“The reasons we decided are based on these assumptions.” “The product has those capabilities 
because material science doesn’t allow us to do anything more.” “We work together in this way 
because of these factors.” 

The first thing is the result of the imagining. The second thing are the boundary conditions on what’s 
possible—the constraints, assumptions and general context that define what’s possible, profitable, 
and useful. The first becomes enshrined in policy (for decisions), manufactured and marketed to the 
world (the product or service), or codified through practice in organisational culture (the way of 
working). The second tend to become invisible over time. 

But boundary conditions change. The constraints of yesterday dissipate as cultural, societal and 
technological capabilities change. Assumptions that were once unbreakable dominate the 
conversation less and less, until the assumption is tattered paper in the wind, not an unmovable 
wall. The general context that was previously hostile to particular patterns of behaviour shifts to 
acceptance and even advocacy. 

As the boundary conditions change, so too should the decisions, designs and working blueprints that 
were previously founded on—at the time—accurate assessments of what was and wasn’t possible. 
But when they don’t change, decisions become out-of-touch with the new contextual reality (and 
are thus ignored or deplored by the people and groups still subject to them), products and services 
don’t address current market needs and demands, and ways of working get out-of-step with the 
new rhythm of work. 

Reimagining effective work, therefore, is the discipline of: 

• Intentionally re-questioning the assumptions that underpin current work and the way 
business is designed. 

• Proactively responding to changing environmental factors, and their impact on work and 
business design. 

• Deliberately leveraging changing input factors to re-design work processes and business 
models to capitalise on what’s possible in serving customers, clients and constituents.  

The reimagining discipline is the domain of the reimagineer. The central concept is being able to see 
something that doesn’t exist—to envision or imagine what could be. The prefix denotes the idea of 
doing so again. The combination of the two means imagining again what could be, as the 
assumptions and constraints that existed during an earlier imagining change, dissipate or disappear. 
The suffix says this journey is deeply personal—it requires a person who can build the skills of 
reimagining to imagine again and bring those fresh imaginings to life in the work context of teams 
and organisations.  
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What is Changing? 
When we look around at today’s businesses, organisations and industries, we can observe many 
changes. Innovation is taking place across many dimensions, and at different levels. The rate of 
change and impact is increasing because once the foundational building blocks are in place, new 
ideas can spread at an ever-faster rate. For example, while it took the telephone 75 years to reach 
100 million users worldwide, it only took four and half years for Facebook to reach a similar number, 
and one and a quarter years for Candy Crush Saga to do the same. See Figure 1.  

Figure 1. Time to Reach 100 Million Users 

 

Statistics and growth rates from multiple sources and for multiple products show an accelerated pace of 
adoption for new digital technologies over the past 140 years. With the foundational pieces of network 
connectivity and device capability already widely adopted, new offerings that build on these foundations are 
spreading much more rapidly. 

Let’s consider several examples of the types of changes we can easily see across the world. 

Mobile Banking Apps on Smartphones 

Financial institutions now routinely offer banking and money management apps that work on 
smartphones. These allow you to check your account transactions, pay other people, transfer funds 
between your accounts, and classify and categorise your expenditures (manually or automatically). 
Managing your credit card is another capability of these apps, but ASB Bank in New Zealand was 
early to push its credit card control capabilities beyond what the other banks had done.  

ASB Card Control is a capability in the ASB Bank mobile app that offers the ability to turn your credit 
card on or off, set a spending limit, enable or disable specific types of transactions (for example—no 
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international transactions, but online transactions are okay), and more.1 Known as an innovator 
within the New Zealand context, ASB Bank has mixed together a set of ideas and developed an easy 
and creative solution to help its customers manage their finances. Those ideas include: 

• “People are increasingly using credit cards to buy stuff. We want to encourage this.” 
• “People have advanced mobile phones in their pockets, providing mobile computing and 

real-time communications capabilities like never before.” 
• “Fraud with credit cards is annoying and costly, and a customer bitten by fraud will be less 

likely to keep using their card into the future.” 

The reimagineers of banking at ASB Bank then asked the reimagining question: I wonder what we 
could do about that? And so Card Control was created at the intersection of concerns and 
opportunities, giving a simple way for every credit card user to have nuanced control over what their 
card can and cannot do. By comparison, most other banks in the New Zealand market only offer 
binary control over credit cards: the card is either enabled for everything or cancelled entirely. 
That’s a very blunt status field – cancelled or current. 

Where other banks see a mobile app as a way to report on the current balance of your credit card, 
ASB Bank has taken a reimagining approach to the issue, in effect asking “What possibilities exist in 
improving the customer experience based on what is generally true now?”  

Short-Distance City Transportation 

How people travel short distances in urban areas has changed over the past decade thanks to Uber, 
Lyft and other similar ride-services. Once the domain of taxi companies which offered short-distance 
rides with a per kilometre (or per mile) pricing structure, new ride-sharing services have become 
increasingly popular. Rather than calling the phone number of the taxi company and asking to be 
picked up at a particular time and place by a registered taxi operator, now anyone with a reasonable 
car and some spare time can offer their time and vehicle to drive people to their intended 
destination. The person wanting a lift whips out their smartphone, opens their ride-sharing app of 
choice, requests a pick-up, and any available driver can bid for the work. Payment is also handled 
through the app, meaning that no money has to be carried or exchanged for the transportation 
transaction, reducing the risk of theft for the driver at the end of a busy stretch of driving. 

The reimagineers behind ride-sharing services have thought about the available technology in 
different ways to the taxi companies. For instance: 

• At Uber and similar services, the dominant thought was “the user’s smartphone can have our 
app for signalling location and coordinating payment, of which we will take a cut.” The taxi 
companies only saw the smartphone as a way for passengers to call the taxi dispatch centre, 
or as a means of delivering text notifications to replace in-car dispatch radios.  

• The reimagineers said “many people in urban areas have a vehicle available and are looking 
for a way to earn additional money in challenging economic times; let’s coordinate this vast 
pool of available vehicles and give people a new way of getting around.” For taxi companies, 
their existing pool of usually higher-priced and flashier cars was as far as they saw. 

The emergence of Uber and other services in cities across the world has often met with strident 
resistance from entrenched taxi companies and city administrators, and there remains outstanding 
questions around driver status, benefits and well-being. 

 
1 ASB Card Control, www.asb.co.nz/banking-with-asb/card-control.html  
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Autonomous Supply Chains 

Trucking is undergoing a transformation towards autonomous operation. Trucks are a critical 
component of supply chains across the United States (and other countries), hauling the majority of 
freight over long distances. Various start-ups and industry incumbents are investing in self-guided 
technology to enable trucks to drive between designated locations, such as warehouses or 
distribution centres. Recent examples include: 

• TuSimple partnered with UPS in May 2019 to haul cargo between Phoenix and Tucson in 
Arizona using specially equipped trucks for the trial.2 While the trucks drove themselves, 
each truck had two humans on board—a safety driver and an engineer to monitor the 
driving systems. 

• Starsky Robotics completed a proof-of-concept in mid-June 2019 with a self-driving truck in 
Florida.3 With neither a safety driver nor engineer onboard, the truck navigated for almost 
10 miles between two designated locations. The truck was overseen by remote human 
drivers in a control room. 

• Volvo Trucks announced a self-driving partnership in June 2019 with DFDS, a ferry and 
logistics company in Sweden. Vera, the electric self-driving offering from Volvo Trucks, will 
be used to transport goods between a DFDS distribution centre in Gothenburg and a local 
shipping terminal.4 As with Starsky Robotics, Vera does not have an onboard driver, but is 
remotely monitored from a control centre. 

Getting the technology of self-driving trucks right could drive a whole set of further changes in the 
industry. For example: 

• Employment opportunities for truck drivers will become fewer and different. While there is 
currently a chronic shortage of people willing to drive trucks, self-driving technology 
threatens almost 300,000 long-distance driving jobs in the United States.5 Some drivers will 
be re-deployed to remotely monitor truck performance and assume control of the vehicle in 
difficult terrain or challenging driving conditions. Many others will just be without a job. 

• Where companies choose to locate their warehouses or distribution centres will be affected 
by self-driving trucks. Direct access from major transportation routes will become more 
important, reducing the need for trucks to navigate through human-populated spaces. 

• An even greater proportion of freight will be hauled at off-peak times, leaving the highways 
clear for people trying to get places in smaller cars and passenger vehicles. However, once 
the entire fleet of on-road vehicles are self-guided and fully autonomous—a transformation 
that will take several decades—the separation of the two will become less important, 
although a wall of trucks hurtling down the highway will reduce the quality of scenic drives. 

• The move to electric trucks promises fewer emissions and reduced noise levels, although 
reducing emissions also requires cleaner ways of generating electricity in the first place. 
Depending on how intertwined  

 
2 Sean O'Kane, UPS Has Been Quietly Delivering Cargo Using Self-Driving Trucks, The Verge, August 2019, at 
www.theverge.com/2019/8/15/20805994/ups-self-driving-trucks-autonomous-delivery-tusimple  
3 Steve Banker, Winning the Autonomous Truck Race Requires Greater Simplicity, Forbes, September 2019, at 
www.forbes.com/sites/stevebanker/2019/09/01/winning-the-autonomous-truck-race-requires-greater-
simplicity/  
4 Chris Davies, Volvo's Autonomous Trucks Just Picked Up Their First Real-World Job, SlashGear, June 2019, at 
www.slashgear.com/volvos-autonomous-trucks-just-picked-up-their-first-real-world-job-14580448/  
5 Anmar Frangoul, Self-Driving Trucks Are Being Tested on Public Roads in Virginia, CNBC, September 2019, at 
www.cnbc.com/2019/09/10/self-driving-trucks-are-being-tested-on-public-roads-in-virginia.html  
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Self-Healing Vehicles 

The Tesla electric car crashed onto the scene as a beautifully engineered road vehicle that operates 
without traditional fuel. While the design of early electric cars didn’t warrant a turn of the head—
they were practical but not exactly captivating—the Tesla combined the panache of both. But 
there’s another difference too from almost every other vehicle on the road: Tesla issues over-the-air 
software updates for their vehicles that are remotely installed while the vehicle is in their owner’s 
garage or at some other convenient location. This means each Tesla get better over time—due to 
better software—creating new value for existing vehicles and customers who were early to invest in 
the Tesla vision. Clearly customers are free to purchase a new Tesla with newer physical features—
such as the Falcon Wing Doors on the Model X—and improved battery componentry, but it’s not the 
only option. 

This ability to remotely update the vehicle with software was essential in reducing highway incidents 
several years ago in the United States. Reports started to filter into Tesla that their cars were too 
streamlined and were hitting stray objects on road surfaces. Rather than having to coordinate a 
massive product recall so that each vehicle could be individually recalibrated by a mechanic, Tesla 
merely issued an over-the-air software update which instructed their cars to ride a bit higher, 
increasing the clearance between the road surface and the bottom plate of the car by another inch 
(25mm). Problem solved. 

Tesla is all about reimagining, for instance: 

• Crafting beautiful vehicles that happen to be powered by a battery. Being battery powered 
and being ugly don’t have to go together. 

• Creating lifetime value for the customer and customer loyalty through ongoing software 
improvements that can be delivered using new software delivery mechanisms that are 
commonplace for computers and mobile devices but not for vehicles. 

Short-Duration Accommodation 

Visiting another city on business or leisure requires finding somewhere to stay overnight. If you 
don’t have close friends in the city you can stay with, your default port of call would be one of the 
hotel or motel options in the city, depending on your price bracket. But beginning with three air 
beds rented in a San Francisco loft in late 2007, AirBnb and other room-letting services have 
upended that default model. Anyone with spare room—be that an actual room, an apartment, a 
whole house, a castle or even an island—can offer that space for others to rent for one or more 
nights. Many people still choose to stay at hotels or motels, but tens of millions of guest nights have 
since moved to the very different model. 

The reimagineers at AirBnb saw the ubiquitous connectivity of the web and the availability of 
smartphones in different ways from the incumbent hoteliers. For example: 

• The dominant thought at AirBnb was “people have available spaces that they could make 
available, if we could create a market for people needing someone to stay.”  

• At AirBnb, the value is in the relationship and reputation, not in owning physical buildings in 
hundreds or thousands of locations around the world.  

• At AirBnb, smartphones offer a way to locate somewhere to stay that’s different, quirky, and 
more character-rich than the standardised offerings of the hoteliers. For hoteliers, 
smartphones could be used to unlock the guest’s door, negating the need for a keycard. 
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Funding for New Products 

When an inventor has a great idea for a new product, the dominant approach is to create a 
prototype, secure funding, start building initial versions to sell, and shift into overdrive for 
marketing. And hope for the best! Any initial market research is tenuous at best, and after burning 
through loans from parents, maxing out multiple credit cards, and still coming up short, inventors 
give up and conclude there is insufficient demand for what they were seeking to create. Or bring on 
board venture capital to fund the dream. 

Kickstarter and other funding markets create a new way. An inventor starts by creating an origin 
story—generally as a short movie along with as many product photos as possible—and offers early 
access to the new product to “backers” (who are real potential customers). Potential customers 
watch the movie, look through the photos of early versions, read the product description material, 
and choose which product option they would back—on the condition that the overall funding goal is 
achieved. Kickstarter combines market research and funding, with funding coming from the actual 
customers who want the product being created. 

One product currently on offer at Kickstarter is the Korin ClickPack X, a minimalist and anti-theft 
backpack.6 Korin set a funding goal of just under NZ$32,000 to be reached no later than November 
9, 2019. With more than a week still to go in the funding round, more than 5,000 backers had 
pledged nearly NZ$1.2 million to the product. Market research—check. Customer demand—check. 
Funding—check.  

Figure 2. The ClickPack X on Kickstarter 

 

As often happens with new backpacks introduced on Kickstarter, the Korin ClickPack X was wildly 
oversubscribed far in advance of the funding goal deadline.  
  

 
6 Korin on Kickstarter, www.kickstarter.com/projects/clickpackpro/clickpack-x-superior-minimalist-and-anti-
theft-backpack  
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The reimagineers at Kickstarter thought differently about funding for inventors, for instance: 

• “Securing funding and finding customers are currently two separate stages. Is there a way to 
combine both to give inventors the confidence they need to push on with their next great 
idea by linking them with real potential customers?” 

• “Securing funding often requires taking venture capital, which introduces a whole set of 
constraints and distracts inventors from doing something great. Can we collate funding using 
a different approach?” 

Delivering Medical Supplies 

Ensuring sufficient medical supplies are available at the point of need in any country is simple if 
there is a trusted transportation system that works reliably, in all weather, and transacts frequently 
enough to move around what has to be moved. And also if there is sufficient local demand to 
minimise waste. And also if there are high quality local storage systems to ensure medical supplies 
are kept under the right conditions. And also if enough trained medical professionals are available to 
dispatch the right medicine as required. 

Simple, indeed, but that’s a lot of if requirements. 

In countries where those if requirements are not met, Zipline offers a new solution: on-demand 
delivery by drone.7 A doctor in a serviced region enters his or her order on a mobile app, and the 
medicine or medical supplies (e.g., blood) is packaged up at a central distribution centre, loaded 
onto a Zipline drone, and shot off at 100 km/hour. Depending on the distance the drone has to 
travel, the delivery is made 15-30 minutes later. The drone drops the supplies to the point required, 
and then turns around and flies back to the distribution centre to be put into flight readiness for the 
next delivery. 

Zipline has been working in Rwanda since October 2016, and Ghana from April 2019. Its service has 
saved thousands of mothers through delivering blood after a haemorrhage, and hundreds of 
children have been saved after contracting malaria. 

The reimagineers at Zipline questioned the fundamental beliefs about delivering medical supplies in 
challenging geographical areas, such as: 

• “Since roads are so difficult to traverse, what else could we use to distribute medical 
supplies in a timelier way?” 

• “Creating local storage of medical supplies for quick on-demand access is the current 
dominant method. Is there another way to achieve the same outcome?” 

Delivering Packages in Urban Areas 

Package delivery relies on someone being available to accept the package, or somewhere secure to 
leave it—particular given the rise of package thieves who skim newly-delivered packages just after 
delivery. For one London resident, a video doorbell and Tesla in the carport offers the perfect 
solution for receiving packages securely.8 When a delivery man arrived to deliver several packages in 
early September 2018, no one was home to receive them. Using the Nest Hello video doorbell and 
his iPhone, the intended recipient—Aidan—was able to talk to the delivery man by video from his 

 
7 Zipline in Rwanda, May 2016, www.youtube.com/watch?v=OnDpE8uSb7M  
8 Package Delivery to Tesla in London, www.youtube.com/watch?v=RwvjeQpYtv4  
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place of work. When the delivery man asked what should be done with the packages, Aidan turned 
to the Tesla app on his smartphone, clicked to open the trunk of his car, and asked the delivery man 
to leave the packages there. When Aidan saw that the packages were there, he again used the Tesla 
app to remotely close the trunk on his Tesla and the delivery man—somewhat amazed at what had 
just happened—continued on his delivery round. Clearly not everyone has such a linked system—
wide angle CCTV, a video doorbell and a Tesla conveniently parked in the carport—but it’s a cool 
signal of what’s possible when you do and can think differently about possibilities. 

Locating a Carpark in the City 

Drivers around the world know the challenge of locating a car park in busy city streets, and the 
stress and frustration that mounts as you drive around and around and around until you happen 
upon one. Or the annoyance of being one car back from getting the park you have been looking for 
the past 10-15 minutes. Studies in Germany show that it takes about 10 minutes and an extra 3 
miles of driving to find a parking spot. 

Surely there has to be a better way. 

The Siemens Intelligent Parking Solution uses parking bay sensors to map available parking spaces, 
and can communicate with drivers in vehicles to advise them on nearby open parking bays based on 
their intended route.9 There is also some intelligence in the system for predictive-based availability 
using historical parking patterns. If no parking spaces are available, drivers are advised to park 
further away from their destination and take public transportation options instead. Parking bay 
sensors can also sense when vehicles have parked for too long, or when vehicles are parked in places 
they should not be (e.g., a cycle lane), and alert parking wardens so corrective action can be taken. 

Siemens says that one future possibility is that parking bay meters could be removed altogether. 
Drivers would be billed directly by the city parking authority for their actual parking time, and the 
removal of parking bay meters would improve the footpath experience and navigation for 
pedestrians (especially those lost in the tantalising pixels of their smartphone screen). One city in 
China has already gone this route, installing gutter-level cameras at every parking bay.10 The camera 
reads the license plate of the vehicle, and the owner of the car is billed for the precise number of 
minutes they used the car park. It is unclear how robust the cameras are, and whether a vehicle 
driving into the camera would break it (and if the owner of the car would then be billed for a 
replacement). While we must assume the camera is weather-resistant and waterproof, the degree 
to which that is the case remains to be tested in real-world situations. Additionally, there are 
outstanding questions regarding the abuse of powers of surveillance, a topic on which the Chinese 
authorities take a different view than many in the western world.  

Navigating Unfamiliar Urban Space 

Navigating urban spaces–particularly when those are unknown or unfamiliar—has become a matter 
of walking around with your face glued to your phone’s screen. There are many circumstances when 
walking in such a way is unsafe—because you miss cues from your surroundings (e.g., an 
approaching car), or because it marks you as a stranger. Ducere Technologies has developed a 
footwear prototype to guide the wearer through an urban landscape using haptic feedback in the 

 
9 Siemens Intelligent Parking Solutions, new.siemens.com/global/en/products/mobility/road-
solutions/parking-solutions/intelligent-parking-solutions.html 
10 Michael Sampson, Parking without a Parking Meter, Michael’s Insights, May 2019, at 
michaelsampson.net/2019/05/29/no-meter/  
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shoes, once the wearer had indicated where they want to go by selecting a destination and route on 
their smartphone. For example, a vibration in the left shoe would mean turn left here, and a 
vibration in the right one turn right. The technology was initially designed to assist visually impaired 
people with getting around, and while that remains a driving motivation, the technology has wider 
applications in the general market, such as: 

§ Guiding a visitor to a city around its streets with turn-by-turn directions, based on where the 
wearer wants to go. 

§ Notifying the wearer of a nearby landmark or interesting place, which you then check on 
your phone. 

§ Sending a notification to a friend or colleague to meet you at a particular place—and letting 
the footwear guide you there. 

Ducere sells an insoles edition—called Lechal—from online stores like Amazon. They also sell a 
buckle and pod pack that connects to the outside of footwear, enabling haptic-feedback via 
footwear to work with many different styles of shoes and boots. 

Visualising In-Progress Construction Tasks 

Bechtel, a construction company, has embraced the Apple iPad for use in construction tasks. Sensors 
are now embedded in framing before concrete is poured, with an iPad app being used to track how 
the concrete is curing. Something that was previously hit-and-miss—“we think it’s going okay”—is 
transformed into a data-informed analysis. 

A second idea embraced by Bechtel is being able to superimpose a design and specification sheet as 
a 3D render on an iPad, combining current physical space with the design as it is supposed to be. 
Once again, something that could be a hit-and-miss situation—“we think the team on the job site 
know what they are supposed to do today”—is transformed into a data-informed visualisation that 
guides immediate task action. The basic idea is that being able to deal with a problem earlier 
reduces long-run costs due to eliminating a stream of corrective actions and costly flow-on 
consequences. 

Tracking Economic Indicators 

Companies such as Planet Labs, Spaceknow and Orbital Insight are offering ways of turning satellite 
imagery into data for decision making. A collection of photos of the same place over time (hourly or 
daily) can be used in multiple ways, for example: 

§ Photos of car park utilisation at retail centres provides an indicator of sales and customer 
traffic. 

§ Photos of oil tank farms can show the stock of crude oil available, enabling energy investors 
to track the ebb-and-flow of oil. 

§ Photos of city lights at night can be used to predict economic activity and poverty rates 
around the world. 

The vendors above have different slants on the use of satellite imagery for decision making. For 
example: 

§ Planet Labs offers monitoring products for agriculture, energy and infrastructure, and 
finance and business intelligence. 

§ Spaceknow has a collection of popular insights available, including car analysis at Disney 
World, aircraft analysis at JFK, and a manufacturing index for China, among others. 
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§ Orbital Insight provides data for determining what’s happening with ore mining, road and 
building construction in China, and the supply and demand for steel. 

Instead of relying on hunches and the odd phone call to ask what is happening, satellite imagery 
provides detailed data for time-series analysis of really what’s happening around the world. 

The Reimagining Thesis 
In this report, we have looked at examples of reimagining across the business spectrum. Many other 
examples could be included as well, from insurance to self-driving vehicles and manufacturing. The 
thesis that underpins all these changes includes the following ideas: 

• Anything already designed was predicated on assumptions about constraints and enablers at 
the time of the design. 

• Since the design decisions were made, those constraints and enablers have probably 
changed. 

• There is an “opportunity”—as a pull for innovators or a push from faster market 
competitors—to revisit the design of current things in light of new constraints and enablers. 

• The reimagining opportunity goes beyond mere surface changes to the features of the 
design, however, and offers the potential of upsetting the design of entire markets. 

The next report in this series will explore the changing face of work. 
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